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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider the challenges associated with pro-
viding a mobile computing system that helps users enjoy a
more flexible relationship between time and travel. Current
travel plans, especially in Western cultures, are dominated
by a strict notion of time. The need to conform to schedules
leads to increased pressures for travellers and inefficiencies
when these schedules cannot be met. We are interested in ex-
ploring the extent to which mobile computing can be used to
help travellers relax these schedules and adopt a more oppor-
tunistic approach to travel – potentially helping to reduce the
environmental, financial and societal costs of modern travel.

1. INTRODUCTION
The main contribution of this paper is to highlight

the opportunities and challenges that arise when explor-
ing the use of mobile computing technologies to change
travellers’ perceptions of time and transport options.
The current travel behaviours in contemporary West-
ernized cultures are situated between the flexibility of
having access to a personal car or organising oneself
around the timetables and schedules of public trans-
port. This paper presents the work initiated by a UK
Research Council funded project that introduces how
networked technology may help us to to visualise the
location of people and things (cars, buses, lorries) rela-
tive to their immediate and future time schedules, and
how we might realise more opportunistic and collabora-
tive uses for resources, leading to a reduction in overall
transport related carbon emissions as well as incremen-
tal enhancements in health-related quality of life mea-
sures.

In this paper, we consider the challenges in trying
to develop systems that affect behavioural change in
transport habits and practices through the creation of
a new form of transport network, based on extending
social networking principles to transport users and their
individual vehicles. In particular, we consider how mo-
bile technologies can be leveraged to provide users with
different ways to relate to time and new ways of un-
derstanding the relationships between their own future
transport plans and those of others – through highlight-

ing future intersections of the trajectories of people, ob-
jects in transit, and modes of transport.

2. THE ROLE OF TIME IN TRANSPORT
BEHAVIOUR

The tight coupling between transport and time is a
relatively recent event. For example, it was not un-
til the 2nd of August 1880 that legislation enabled the
UK to run in one unified time, Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT). Prior to this towns and cities across England,
Scotland and Wales were entitled to run on their own
time that was derived from the solar day. However the
advent of the railway network and the growth of the
telegraph system meant that by the mid 19th Century
major cities such as Liverpool and Manchester began to
run on London time. Before long, timetables and sta-
tion clocks across the United Kingdom began to shift
to GMT as more and more trade and communication
began to rely on the new technologies of the age.

Since the temporal unification of the UK, public trans-
port has remained firmly aligned to the clock. This ad-
herence to clock time was a significant contributor to
the industrial success of the UK through the early part
of the twentieth century as the manufacturing, produc-
tion and distribution of goods ran on a model of clock-
work. The movement of people to and from work re-
mains attached to the clock and, even as people began
to own their own automobiles through the middle and
end of the last century, clocktime has remained the pri-
mary system for organising ourselves.

More recently, as society has become networked, and
networks have become ubiquitous through the use of
mobile telephones, the need to organise our relation-
ships (professional and personal) around the clock has
become relaxed. Since mobile phones became popular
people have been able to negotiate the time and place
of their meetings, leaving it until the last minute to de-
cide when the best time to meet is: ”we’ll sort it out
when we meet up”, ”I’ll text you when I’m ready” [16].
Since Rheingold’s studies in Japan in the early 2000’s,
the mobile phone has since adopted many more capa-
bilities that are beginning to offer an entirely different
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relationship with clock time. Connected to the internet
all of the time, exchanging location based data, social
information and managing peoples diaries, the smart
phone connects people to each other and the systems
that they live and work within in many different ways.
Applications such as Four Square and Facebook don’t
even require the user to initiate conversations with peo-
ple who they would like to meet and instead the dis-
tribution of a person’s location is automatic and offers
opportunities for ad hoc meetings that need not require
the clock at all.

The sociologist Castell foresaw this ”convergence of
social evolution and information technologies” and de-
scribed it as a ”space of flows” in which day to day
interaction with people and things is liberated from the
necessity of temporal and spatial union [5].

Phone based applications are also beginning to change
the way people move across cities, apps such as Avego
(http://www.avego.com) allow car owners to distribute
their routes and activities to people who require a ride.
Organised on a dynamic basis across the web through
the smart phone app, the system allows real-time ride
sharing through a subscription service that allows drivers
to be paid for offering lifts to people who needed to go
somewhere along their route.

The connection between the driver and the person
who needs a ride is mediated by the Avego systems on
the network. But it tends to be on the principle of on-
demand services which offer opportunities in the present
to help people out with a ride and make some money.
Castell’s vision of a ”space of flows” doesn’t account
for any sense of present, but values the past in order
to offer different presents and futures. We believe that
adopting this type of flexible relationship between time
and travel offers significant potential to change travel
behaviour.

3. THE SIXTH SENSE APPROACH
Our proposal is to develop a system of the form shown

in Figure 1 that combines a wide range of informa-
tion to provide transport users with a glimpse of future
mobility patterns – enabling them to understand their
own travel plans in a wider context and supporting new
forms of opportunistic travel sharing. We call our sys-
tem Sixth Sense Transport (6ST).

We envisage that information on travel patterns can
be obtained from several different types of source. In
the case of individual users, they can contribute their lo-
cation information either explicitly in the form of posted
location updates, or implicitly through tracking appli-
cations – operating on the phone or in the network.
Moreover, we expect that sources such as TripIt sched-
ules and on-line calendaring applications can be mined
to help provide more information on individual user
travel patterns. Information can also be gleaned from
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Figure 1: Overview of the 6ST Platform

public data feeds such as train timetables and, in the
case of organisations, from operational databases (e.g.
vehicle or parcel tracking logistics systems).

These information feeds will be processed and pre-
dictions made of future mobility patterns. Our aim
is to make our system “open” in the sense that re-
searchers are able to contribute new prediction algo-
rithms that can be used to improve the overall perfor-
mance of Sixth Sense Transport or customised for spe-
cific domains. Similarly, we anticipate the predictions
we make would be used by a wide range of transport
users. This would include individual travellers or organ-
isations. Once again, we anticipate making this open to
new forms of visualisation and new uses such as artistic
endeavours.

Key to our approach is the idea of using objects within
the transport network, especially vehicles but also parcels
and travellers themselves, as conduits for the flow of in-
formation. In essence, this involves creating an “inter-
net of things that move” – enabling the exchange of in-
formation through the physical exchange, or encounter,
of physical objects.

It is worth highlighting at this point that we are not
concerned with the underlying mechanism used for the
exchange of information (so we do not rely on, for ex-
ample, vehicular ad-hoc networks) but rather we wish
to make sure that physical encounters can stimulate ap-
propriate information exchanges in the virtual world.

4. SCENARIOS
To illustrate the potential of our approach, we con-

sider three distinct sets of scenarios - each selected from
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a different broad area of transport use. In each scenario,
we show how our Sixth Sense application can be used
to help users benefit from a more flexible relationship
between time and transport.

4.1 Tourism
Sam and her family have just arrived in southern

France at the campsite where they will be spending the
next 10 days. Once the tent is pitched Sam checks her
sixth-sense application. Shifting the display backwards
and forwards in time she sees trails leading to and from
the campsite to popular attractions and local amenities.
Some of her fellow campers are bringing back groceries
from the nearest out-of-town hypermarket and she adds
a few items to a shared shopping list. The friends that
her children have already made at the camp playground
are heading to the beach tomorrow. Sam doesn’t know
their name but she does know which campsite pitch they
are occupying and she tags their car to see if they are
interested in meeting up.

Tourism has long been an area of intense research for
mobile computing researchers (e.g. GUIDE [6]). In our
scenario we focus on the travel experiences of visitors
to campsites. In contrast to many US campsites, camp-
ing in Europe is a relatively organised activity with
campsites being densely populated. However, despite
many factors that would naturally bring campers to-
gether very few choose to coordinate their travel activ-
ities with others. Some of this is due to the obvious
problem of establishing trust relationships in the rela-
tively short time most people stay at a campsite. We
envisage a scenario in which campsite users choose to
share travel information through a sixth sense appli-
cation. At its simplest this would produce traces of
common travel patterns - enabling users to see, in a
suitably aggregated and anonymous form, where their
fellow campers travelled to during their stay. Adding
features such as location-based notes, sharing of travel
experiences and additional travel feeds can obviously
provide richer experiences [4, 2]. However, we believe
that the real potential comes from providing an ability
to see travel patterns – both historical and predicted.
Such patterns then provide obvious means of tourists
coordinating activities.

4.2 Daily Travel Activities
Tom is doing the school run again and, as usual, he

is late this morning. His school has subscribed to the
sixth sense travel application and Tom is able to see the
flows of cars, buses and walking-buses heading towards
the school gates. Scrolling forwards he can see that his
intended plan of walking the kids to school is going to
mean they miss the school bell. However. he can see
that a 5 minute drive will enable him to intersect with
one of the school’s walking trains – enabling him to drop

the kids off so they can benefit from walking at least part
of the way to school while he can continue on his way
to work.

In contrast to tourism and business travel there has
been much less research into support for routine travel
activities. Indeed, research has shown that many users
do not use any form of electronic travel information sys-
tem when on routine journeys such as daily commutes
or school runs. However, many of these journeys take
place in congested urban areas and contribute signifi-
cantly to carbon emissions. The scenario above demon-
strates how an awareness of other’s travel patterns al-
lows for new forms of planning and journey optimisa-
tion. They key point here is that the user is not simply
consulting a timetable that provides them with a set
of fixed arrival and departure times to specific points
- rather they are able to see in real-time multi-modal
travel options and to combine them in new, opportunis-
tic ways.

4.3 Logistics

4.3.1 Business to Consumer
Chloe does a lot of shopping on-line. She misses

around 60% of her home deliveries, typical of UK house-
holds [1, 14], and spends a lot of precious time driving to
carriers’ depots on Saturdays to collect packages which
collectively costs the UK home shopper around 259 mil-
lion pounds per year [8]. As she orders her spring bulbs
on-line, she specifies that she would like them delivered
to a convenient drop-box and shares her SixthSense pre-
dictions with the delivery company. As she pulls into
the local shopping centre the following day, she receives
a notification on her phone that her bulbs have just ar-
rived and are waiting for her at the drop-box in the car-
park.

Research suggests that unsuccessful home deliveries
can be detrimental to the environment [23] and that
using a car to make a 25-mile round trip to collect
a missed delivery from a carrier’s depot will produce
around 8,348g CO2 (or the equivalent of 26 re-delivery
attempts by a delivery van, when half of first and second-
time deliveries have failed) [7]. There is increasing in-
terest in optimising the delivery of packages to both
domestic customers (given current failed first-time de-
livery rates) and businesses (with time critical deliveries
into often congested urban centres). Drop-boxes pro-
vide a partial solution to the problem - enabling users
to specify a delivery location (typically train stations,
industrial estates or city squares) where the package can
be left, reducing the number of new journeys required
(particularly those involving the householder visiting
the carrier’s depot which are the most environmentally
costly) [19]. However for many consumers there is little
incentive to use drop-boxes as they imply, in consumers’
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minds, additional delay in receiving the package, and
often ill-perceived security concerns [11]. Sixth Sense
raises the interesting possibility of logistics companies
leveraging drop-boxes to enable them to deliver to a
person rather than to an address – thereby reducing
the overall delivery time and providing a clear incentive
for consumers to use the technology. There are obvious
parallels between this new paradigm for logistics and
the shift that has taken place in the telephone industry
in which the advent of mobile technology fundamentally
changed the perceived end-points of phone calls (from
calling a location to calling a person, independent of
their location).

4.3.2 Business to Business
Dave is a photocopier engineer working for a ma-

jor electronics manufacturer. He uses drop-boxes to get
parts from the regional distribution centre (RDC) deliv-
ered closer to his daily service jobs, which cover clients
all over the South East. This saves him the mileage as-
sociated with travelling back to the RDC periodically to
collect spares. With his SixthSense prediction, he also
has visibility of his fellow engineers and can see how
certain parts might be able to reach him at the current
or subsequent jobs by making connections between engi-
neers vans, lockers and the RDC in the future. Through
SixthSense, he can also determine whether he should
swap certain jobs with other engineers once he has made
the initial diagnosis of the problem, given their current
and likely future position in space and time.

This scenario shows that by sharing predictions of
travel patterns with others, it would be possible for
engineers to collaborate and uses their time more ef-
fectively. Sixth Sense also supports the idea of giving
more autonomy to the driver in decision making (specif-
ically in the mobile service engineering sector) to better
meet customer needs and reduce the overall transport
footprint.

5. CHALLENGES
Providing mobile computing support for moving from

a clock based society, that has only ever known how to
relate to the flow of transport through a fixed timetable,
to a fluid and relational system that highlights the op-
portunities for finding links in the transport network in
order to offer shares or links with other people, raises a
wide range of new challenges for the research field.

5.1 Travel Prediction and Planning
Predicting aggregate traffic patterns is a well studied

field and transport planners are able to produce detailed
predictions of future traffic patterns within the trans-
port network. However, predicting individual travel
patterns across different transport types (i.e. foot, car,
bus, train) is a much more demanding problem.

Existing research has focused on predicting individual
travel patterns in a number of contexts, e.g. with the
aim of producing power savings by reducing the num-
ber of GPS readings uploaded from a mobile device, or
improving network performance by predicting network
handoffs.

Path planning for an object to move from its current
location to a destination among an environment with
obstacles is a well-studied problem in robotics [9]. There
are many existing approaches to this problem for finding
an optimal path based on distance. Other methods also
exist for handling moving obstacles [15], which can be
considered as having time as another dimension in the
planning space.

The challenge in realising a Sixth Sense style applica-
tion is in providing sufficiently accurate predictions of
individual mobility patterns that travellers can adjust
their travel plans to take advantage of opportunistic en-
counters.

5.2 User Interaction and Visualisation
Smart phones provide a rich visual platform to offer

users a number of insights to the vast amount of data
that we can collect. To handle such high-dimensional
data, we need to develop simple low-dimensional inter-
faces for the user to perceive the right amount of infor-
mation in an efficient manner. The inputs to the visu-
alisation module might include user-defined filters, the
screen resolution level, and a number of “object tags”
such as the location, time, and type of a vehicle. A vi-
sualisation module would need to act as a filter to these
inputs to generate output data that may include the
position, time, shape, size, and colour of location indi-
cators [13]. There are two goals of visualisation that we
should achieve. Firstly, the visualisations should con-
vey information about the data and emphasise impor-
tant aspects of it. Second, they should support effective
and efficient reasoning about the existing data to enable
users to base important personal transport decisions on
the information they provide.

One challenge that we identify is that the predicted
future traffic patterns are based on past behaviour and
is therefore uncertain. While one recent previous work
on this topic [18] uses size, or colour, or traditional
errorbars to visualise the uncertainty of values, there
seems to be no consensus of what method is best, as
different methods are needed depending on the data be-
ing visualised. Visualising uncertainty is an important
problem in mobile computing and results in this area
could help inform the design of a wide range of applica-
tions that need to reflect uncertain context information.

Another key problem for our applications is in show-
ing four dimensional data with lots of details on a screen
with a limited size. To achieve our visualisation goals,
it is therefore important to decide how to filter the con-
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tent to use this limited resource carefully and display
only pertinent information to the user. We also need to
have easy-to-use interfaces for the user to specify inputs
and contribute data to the system. For example, inter-
faces are required to represent and, crucially, to correct
predicted data from past, present and potential futures
about the location and timings of objects in the system.

Displaying different granularities of information for
different resolution levels is another challenge. As the
user “zooms in”, it would make sense to display icons
to represent individual cars or buses. However, as the
user “zooms out”, it would make sense to cluster groups
of cars together and only visualise the major streams of
traffic.

The key challenge for user interaction and visualisa-
tion is in emphasising important aspects of four dimen-
sional uncertain data on devices with a limited screen
real estate.

5.3 Tagging
A particular characteristic of the Sixth Sense approach

is the acknowledgement that both everday “things” and
human beings have the potential to be “packets” of
data in the network. For example, cars offer data about
where they have been, where they are likely to go, and
their capacity to hold more people. Goods can also of-
fere data regarding their movements from one place to
another.

One critical dimension that the Sixth Sense approach
requires is the ability to read and write to the network
to allow the network to best understand the needs of
people to move themselves, other people and also arte-
facts across space and time. Whilst social networking
interfaces have used websites and apps as the primary
interface to engage with one and another, we are con-
cerned with actual people and things that exist in the
physical space as well as those being documented in
the virtual space. Interfacing with physical artefacts
is becoming common place however through the use of
barcodes as a means of retreiving information from the
internet. Traditionally associated with barcode readers
found at supermarket tills, smart phones have adopted
the facility to scan barcodes through specific apps that
make use of the onboard camera. Able to scan tra-
ditional barcodes and Quick Response (QR) codes, the
public are becoming aware of the ability to scan physical
artefacts. More recent projects such as the UK-based
Tales of Things initiative has promoted the use of QR
codes as having a write-back facility [3, 21, 22].

We anticipate using barcodes for artefacts that re-
quire movement through the network as the interface
for a carrier to better understand where it needs to go
next: scanning a box may tell the carrier to navigate
in a particular direction in order to move toward the
box’s destination, but also (and perhaps more impor-

tantly) tell the Sixth Sense platform who is carrying it
and where it is going since the carrier will be equipped
with location services on their smart phone. Cars offer
the most radical opportunity for interfacing with the
flow of people and things, and they have been equipped
with tags for much longer than products available in
shops. Car registration plates are easily identified by
image recognition systems, but are also easy to remem-
ber and type as well. We envision using the car number
plate as an interface to allow members of its network
to record data about the car to the network, but also
retrieve data from the service. These gateways to the
network that exist physically in the street offer a mate-
rial substrate upon which a space of flows can be con-
structed.

5.4 User Adoption
Like many systems based on social networking and

crowd-sourced data our approach relies on us establish-
ing a critical mass of users. This is required because
we need to build up accurate pictures of past, present
and future travel patterns to act as the basis for our vi-
sualisations. Clearly, establishing such a user base will
not be trivial. In particular, we can identify two chal-
lenges relevant to this domain (in addition to all the
normal problems of building a large user base). Firstly,
engaging with the system is likely to raise serious pri-
vacy concerns among users. Mobile users have become
relatively accustomed to sharing their location through
applications such as Google Latitude but most are re-
sistant to any form of “tracking” (the distinction again
being related to time - instantaneous access to a user’s
location versus continuous tracking of a location over
an extended period of time). The integration of social
networks and transport networks raises important and
interesting problems.

The second challenge is to develop models of trust
that will work for our proposed system. In particu-
lar, we are relying on users to share transport resources
based on new opportunities highlighted by the system.
Sharing transport has been long seen as a partial solu-
tion to transport problems, typically in the form of lift
sharing schemes, yet once again users have been much
less keen to engage in transport sharing. The impor-
tant question to address is how trust can be fostered
in a travel system that echoes the openness of social
networking systems.

Addressing these challenges will be crucial to the suc-
cess of our system and will require innovative new forms
of privacy protection and establishment of trust rela-
tionships. There is also the important issue of creat-
ing an appropriate reward structure to motivate and
encourage users to participate in the system, both in
providing data to the system and retrieving data from
it. We believe that it will be important to allow people
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to see their contribution to the system with clarity. In
particular, in order to encourage adoption, users should
be able to identify their contribution to the system and
its contribution in helping to make connections and aid
travel. In addition, this raises the question as to what
extent a system should display more or less information
so as to attract a user into feeling like they are making
valuable contributions.

6. CONCLUSION
Environmental and financial concerns demand that

we begin to explore radically new ways of organising our
transport systems. In this paper, we have explored the
challenges that arise when considering one such radical,
new approach based on the concept of trying to offer
transport users new ways of perceiving and relating to
time. These challenges relate specifically to the field of
mobile computing and if addressed successfully could
enable the creation of new systems that fundamentally
change the way we think about time and its relationship
to transport.
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